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Among the costs of animal husbandry – regardless of the animal species in question 
– the most significant is that for feed. Among the different crop years, we can notice 
great divergences in the prices of seed feeds. This phenomenon is associated with 
significant seasonal factors in each year. These prices and yield fluctuations 
increase notably the economic risk to animal husbandry. In the course of our 
research, we adapted and developed deterministic inventory models to create 
different acquisition strategies. For us the most appropriate choice among the 
possible strategies is that which is secured by maximum income, combined with 
alternative investment possibilities. 
Key words: risk, feed, deterministic inventory model, acquisition strategy, financial 
model. 

Introduction 
 
Among the costs of animal husbandry the most significant is that for feed. In 

Hungary, the most decisive components of forage are corn on the ear and maize, 
which can exceed the 70 percent level in certain species and for some age groups. 
Average or better-than-average yields even generate enough to allow for export. 
Among the different crop years, we can notice great divergences in the prices of 
seed feeds. This phenomenon is associated with significant seasonal factors in each 
year. These price and yield fluctuations increase notably the economic risk to 
animal husbandry. Considering these, in the course of planning, we should choose 
a corn on the ear acquisition strategy that, beyond adaptation of classical risk 
management methods, allows us to minimize inventory, tie-up capital costs and 
attain maximal corporate income. 

 
Materials and Methods 

The model we set up has two parts: first, a deterministic inventory model 
which we expanded and which is appropriate for generating various decision 
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variants; second, the part which allows us to choose the optimal decision variant. 
To do this, we adapted to DRIMBA and ERTSEY’s case study’s (1999) 
mathematical model, and we modified this according to the problem’s features. In 
the model, we take available capital, the loan’s interests and the alternative 
investment opportunities into consideration and dynamically treat the period’s 
circulation of money. 

 
The inventory model’s basic suppositions and data: 
 Demand is deterministic and fix rated. 
 Costs of stock-keeping and tied-up capital for unit product and  planning 

period shall be k1.  
 If we set an order, the ordering cost shall be k2. 
 Shortage is not allowed. 
 Because of storage of cereals, there is one more expense item, the  so-

called handling charges/fees (k3) that incur after a longer term  than  the 
determined period (KT). 

D: total needs for planning period; T: length of planning period; LT: time of 
supply; De: needs for time of unit; Si: i

nth acquisition strategy’s ordering quantity; 
qij: opening stocks in the inth period for the jnth strategy. 

 
Results and Discussions 

 
Formating and modelling the strategies 

Formation of ordering strategies 

Ordering strategies differ by ordering quantity, where the first strategy is to 
buy the total quantity directly after harvesting, then we reduce the ordering 
quantity in even steps. The first term’s opening stock is equal with the ordering 
quantity (Si) if the needs during the time of supply are less or even with Si, and 
equal to needs during the time of supply, if needs during the time of supply are 
more than the ordering quantity. In our model, the steps among ordering strategies 
are given by need for time of unit, which also means that strategies that need to be 
compared are equal to the numbers of periods: 

 The specific needs for one period, i.e determining the steps: 

e
DD = T      (1.1) 

 The first strategy: 
 

1
S =D      (1.2) 

 We format the other strategies, in that we reduce the previous ordering 
quantity by the previously determined quantity (De): 

i i-1 e
S =S -D , where 

i e
S D    (1.3) 
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Calculating stock, acquisition quantities and time of handlings information 
in different periods 

Determining opening stocks (qij) 
 The first period’s opening stock depends on lead time: 
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i e i

e

LT D LT D S
q =

S LT D <S

LT D Needs during lead-time

   (1.4) 

 Opening stocks (1.4) in other periods: 

  




   


   

ij-1 e ij-1 e

ij i i1,ij-1 i

i i i

q -D q -D >0

q = S k < c

S ×(c - c ) otherwise

    (1.5) 

K means in (1.5) that how much frequency of De is in the interval of q1j,qij-1, 
ci is the number of cycles for different strategies, the determination of which is the 
following: 
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+1 LT D >S

S

   (1.6) 

Commodity acquisition (Qij) in different periods and strategies 

  







i

ij ij ij-1 e

S j=1

Q = q q =D

0 otherwise

       (1.7) 

Determining time of handling 
 Coding dates 

  







ij

ij ij-1

ij-1 ij-1

0 Q >0

Code = 1 Code =0

Code +1  Code ³1

                         (1.8) 

 By using coding dates, we can determine when and how many 
commodities have to be handled: 

  

  
  

  



ij ij
ij ijk

ij

Code Code
q Code 0 and =

Q = KT KT

0 otherwise

           (1.9) 

Stock-keeping costs (
1

i
K ) in different strategies 

   
 

 
 


1

e
i ij 1j

D
K = q - k

2
    (1.10) 
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Ordering costs 
As for ordering costs, we suppose in the model that they are due to the 

goods’ date of receipt. Thus, in every 
ij

Q >0  is 
2

ij 2
K =k . All ordering costs by 

strategies: 
  

  
  


       
   

2
i i i2

i

2
i i i

D D D
k =

S S S
K =

D D D
(1+ ) k >

S S S

        (1.11) 

 
Calculation of handling costs 


3 k

i ij 3j
K = Q k                  (1.12) 

Calculating acquisition costs 
As we mentioned in the introduction, the prices of seed feeds show a 

comparatively well-definable seasonal decomposition in one year. Therefore, we 
can forecast the prices for the planning period by using statistical forecaster 
models. Calculating the average-prices, we have to consider the prices of extant 
contractual and tied-up goods on exchange. Knowing the future prices (pj) and the 
quantities for the appropriate acquisition strategy (Qij), we can determine easily the 

costs for commodity (
a

i
K ): 


a

i ij jj
K = Q p      (1.13) 

Determining total variable costs for each strategy 

Beyond the costs mentioned in 1.1 and 1.2, we have to consider the variable cost of 
production, the production loss, variable cost of sales, occurring transportation 
costs, that are independent from the chosen strategy, but we have gear these to the 
planned quantity of analysed seed product in the feed. After gearing, the total 
variable cost by strategies is the following: 

 
Total 1 2 3 a other

i i i i i
K =K +K +K +K + K  where  (1.14) 

λ : the analysed seed feed’s gear in the feed compound; 
other

K :other variable cost; 
Total

K : total variable cost. 

Production value and profit contribution by strategies  

We have to define the production value (I) according to the expected market prices 
and it is the same for each strategy. Profit contribution (GM) can be calculated by 
the differential of the production value and variable costs: 
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Total Total s

i i i jj

D LTGM =I-K =-K + p
T

 where (2.1) 

i
GM : profit contribution of inth strategy; I: production value; 

s

j
p : market price 

After defining profit contributions for each strategy, we can make a comparative 
analysis about the alternatives. Although these data are valuable, they do not 
contain the financial losses deriving from borrowings and the yield deriving from 
possible alternative investments. 

Choosing the optimal decision variant 

The financial model furnishes the answer as to, under the given conditions, which 
of the 2nd point’s determined variants will give us maximum income. Moreover, we 
possess accurate data on which alternative investment opportunities to choose, how 
large a loan we will need in which period, and how our capital circulation balance 
will appear at the end of periods. 
The model’s basic requirements: x≥0, i.e. the certain variants cannot be negatives; 
y≥0, i.e. the alternative opportunities cannot be negatives; [x]=x, i.e. the variants 
that get into the production structures can only be an integer. 
The constraints are the following: 
I. Stipulation of unity 
Only one strategy can be adapted:  j

x =1   (3.1) 

This formula safeguards through the use of the integers that, of the inventory 
strategies, only one can be set into our program. 
II. Size limit for alternative investment opportunities 
      k

y S      (3.2) where   

 : rate (its value is between 0 and 1); S: equity; yk: invested amount  for the 

knth opportunity 
III. Money balance 
1st period:  

h

j1 j k 1 j j1 k k1 1j k

1k x y H N x Na (1 b)y T S
h

           (3.3) 

Further periods: 
h

ji j k i 1 i j ji k ki ij k j k

1k x y T H N x Na (1 b)y T 0
h                 (3.4) 

where 
ji j

k x : variable cost for jnth strategy in inth period; 
k

1 y
h

: knth alternative 

opportunity’s payment, where h means the number of periods; 
i

H : credit taken; 
i

T : 

transfer variable; 
j ji

N x : revenue of  final products sold in inth period; 

k ki
Na (1 b)y : revenue in inth period from  knth alternative product; S: equity. 

IV. Balance of goods 
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h

j k ji ki
1 1x y x y 0
i h

         (3.5) 

By this equation, we ensure that in each period sales and revenues from alternative 
activity are equal with the production and the amount of alternative investment in 
the given period. 
Objective      

h

j j k k i i j ji k kij k
c x c y d H N x Na (1 b)y max!                  (3.6) 

where: j jj
c x :  total variable cost of jnth strategy; h

k kk
c y : total investment 

unit for the knth alternative (-1); i id H : interest for inth period; j jiN x : jnth 

strategy’s revenue in inth period; k kiNa (1 b)y : knth alternative payment  in inth 

period. 
 

Conclusions 
 

The first part of the model, after giving raw data, automatically generates 
the possible strategies. Then, after optimalization, by performing sensitivity 
analysis, there are a wide range of opportunities to make decision variants. We can 
e.g. vary the equity, the credit ceiling, and we can analyse alternatives in different 
interest rates, modify the gear of alternative opportunities. Results of the sensitivity 
analysis allow us to make well-founded decisions, and thereby reduce substantial 
market risk from acquisition. 
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Dintre costurile incluse în creşterea animalelor,  indiferent de specia luată în discuţie,  cel 
mai important este cel care priveşte hrana. De-a lungul anilor agricoli s-au semnalat mari 
divergenţe în ceea ce priveşte preţurile nutreţurilor incluse în hrana animalelor. 
Fenomenul este asociat cu factorii sezonieri semnificativi care au acţionat în mod 
caracteristic în fiecare an. Aceste preţuri şi fluctuaţiile în ceea ce priveşte producţia de 
furaje, cresc remarcabil riscul economic în sectorul creşterii animalelor. În acest sens, 
acest studiu a încercat adaptarea şi dezvoltarea inventarului modelelor determinante în 
vederea obţinerii diferitelor strategii de achiziţie. Pentru noi, alegerea optimă dintre toate 
strategiile posibile este aceea care garantează venitul maxim, asociată cu posibilităţi 
alternative ale investiţiei. 
Cuvinte cheie: risc, hrănire, inventar al modelelor determinante, strategie de achiziţie, 
model financiar. 


